Would you rather be the Bride of Frankenstein or the Bride of Dracula?

Would you rather eat all your candy in one night or eat one piece every day for a year?

Would you rather decorate one GIANT pumpkin or 10 tiny pumpkins?

Would you rather dress up as a cat or dress up as a mouse?

Would you rather eat only chocolates or eat only gummy candies?

Would you rather share all your candy with your siblings or your parents?
Would you rather only have Halloween or only have Christmas?

Would you rather put your hand in a bowl of pumpkin guts or a bowl of green Jello?

Would you rather dress up in a scary costume or a funny costume?

Would you rather go trick-or-treating with a werewolf or a zombie?

Would you rather spend the night in a haunted house or have a zombie for a sleepover at your house?

Would you rather watch a scary movie or read a scary book?

Would you rather ride on a broomstick or be able to fly like a bat?
Would you rather live in a giant pumpkin or live in a haunted house?

Would you rather be wrapped up like a mummy for a week or sleep in a coffin for a week?

Would you rather wear a jack-o-lantern on your head to school or wear a witch wart on your nose to school?

Would you rather hang upside down to sleep or sleep in a coffin?

Would you rather write a scary story or write a funny story?

Would you rather tell your friends what you’re going to be for Halloween or keep it a secret until Halloween night?

Would you rather get 3 pillow cases full of random candy or get 1 pillow case of your favorite candy?